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Allocine meilleur film 2019

The best films of all time according to viewersThe best films rated by members of AlloCiné Several decades of American history, from 1940 to the end of the 20th century, through the look and strange odyssey of a simple and pure man, Forrest Gump. Note: Paul Edgecombe, chief custodian of Cold Mountain Prison in
1935, is responsible for ensuring the smooth running of capital executions. Among the prisoners was a colossus named John Coffey... Note: An euretion of the war years of Oskar Schindler, an Austrian industrialist who returned to Krakow in 1939 with German troops. Throughout the war, he went to protect the Jews by
making them work in his factory. Note: In 1945, in New York, Corleone was one of five mafia families. Don Corleone marries his daughter as a bookie. Solozzo, godfather of the Talia family, offers Don Vito an association on drug trafficking... Note: At the trial, a juror hypotheses that the person to be tried may not be guilty.
He's going to try to convince the other 11 jurors. Note: The friendship of a young banker sentenced to life in prison for the murder of his wife and a veteran of Shawshank Prison, the harshest prison in the state of Maine. Note: When darkness spreads over the Midlands, Aragorn turns out to be a hidden heir to the ancient
kings. And Frodo, always tempted by the Ring, travels through enemy lands, resting on Sam and Lum-gul... Note: Mitsuka, a teenager stranded in a traditional family, dreams of leaving his native mountains to discover Tokyo's veiled life. It is far from the imagination to be able to live in the urban environment in the skin
of... Taki, a young high school senior who lives in Tokyo, is busy between his small job at an Italian restaurant and his many friends. Note: Batman undertakes to dismantle Gotham's latest criminal organizations. But he soon encounters a new genius who spreads terror and chaos in the city: The Joker... Note: Uprising in
a psychiatric hospital by inciting a patient who rebelled against the rudeness of a nurse. Note: Top Trailers should not be skipped Top Movies in Box Office 2. 30 days maximum 3. Trolls 2 - World Tour 4. Polly 5. Little Vampire 6. Miss 7. Peninsula 8. Drunk 9. The good criminal 10. Disaster, childhood of Martha Jane
Cannary films Coming soon in Dying Cinema can be waited for Marvel Sony Untitled Spider-Man: Far From Home sequel to Tuche 4 Dune Monster Hunter A Case of Detail Black Widow Croods 2: New Era This is Life The most watched films of all time AlloCiné members' best films : 2010-2019 Year: 2018 In 1962 When
segregation was re-revived, Tony Lipp, an Itano-American schelor from the Bronx, was hired to and defended Dr. Don Shirley, a world-renowned black pianist, during a concert tour. Note: From Freddie Mercury's weather success to his extras, risking almost the band's implosion, his triumphant return to the stage of the
Live Aid concert, when he was struck down with illness, they discover the extraordinary life of a man who continues to inspire outsiders, dreamers and all who love music. Note: In court, Zayn, a 12-year-old boy, is taken to court. To the question: Why are you judging your parents?, Caine replied: To give me life!.
Kaparnaum traces this child's incredible journey in search of identity and who rebels against the life we seek to impose on him. Note: SPIDER-MAN: A NEW GENERATION introduces Miles Morales, a teenager who lives in Brooklyn, and reveals the limitless possibilities of Spider-Verse, a universe in which more than one
can wear a mask... Note: Avengers and their allies will have to be willing to sacrifice anything to neutralize fearsome Thanos before his lightning leads to the total destruction of the universe. Note: Nishimia is a gentle and caring student. Every day, however, she is harassed by Ishida because she is deaf. Convicted of his
conduct, the boy was in turn ordered and rejected by his comrades. Years later, he learned sign language... and goes in search of the girl. Note: December 1897, Paris. Edmond Rostand is not yet thirty years old, but already two children and many anxieties. He hasn't written anything in two years. In desperation, he
offers the great Constanta Coquelin a new play, a heroic comedy, in verse, for the holidays. Note: Frank is a firefighter from Paris. He saves lives. He lives in the barracks with his wife, who gives birth to twins. He's happy. During the operation of the fire, he sacrificed himself to save his people. When he wakes up at the
Great Burns Treatment Center, he realizes that his face has melted into flames. He will have to learn to live again, and accept to be saved in turn. Note: Theo was given for adoption by his biological mother on the day of his birth. It's an X-ray delivery. The mother has two months to reverse her decision... Or maybe not.
Social services and the adoption of children are moving. Note: 2045 The world is on the brink of chaos. People are enting in an oasis, a virtual universe developed by the brilliant and eccentric James Halliday. Before disappearing, he decided to leave his vast wealth to anyone who discovered the digital Easter egg he
had made to hide in OASIS. Note: Top Trailers should not be skipped Top Movies in Box Office 2. 30 days maximum 3. Trolls 2 - World Tour 4. Polly 5. Little Vampire 6. Miss 7. Peninsula 8. Drunk 9. The good criminal 10. Childhood of Martha Jane Cannary films Coming soon at a dying cinema you can expect Marvel
Sony Untitled Spider-Man: Far From Home sequel to Tuche 4 Dune Monster Hunter Case of Details Black Widow Croods 2: A New Era It's The Most Watched good movies of all time according to pressing Best films with the best rating from the press Filters years 2010-2019 Year: 2019 The entire Ki-taek family is
unemployed and has a strong interest in the lifestyle of the rich park family. One day, their son was able to get a recommendation to give private English lessons in the park. This is the beginning of uncontrollable speed... Note: A series of brawls after several decades, some in the flesh, others in memory, in the life of the
director in pain. Note: Astronaut Roy McBride has led to the far reaches of the solar system in search of his missing father and solves a mystery that threatens the survival of our planet. Note: In the early 1980s, Liyun and Yaoyun formed a happy couple. While the regime has just implemented the one-child policy, the
tragic event will turn their lives upside down. For 40 years, as they try to recover, their fate is intertwined with that of modern China. Note: In Paris, the severed hand of a young man escapes from the dissection room, determined to find his body. During her uninceded escape through the city, she remembered her whole
life with him until she met Gabriel. Note: When the first snow falls in the valley, it is urgent to prepare your reserves for winter. Alas, during the operation, a little ladybug found herself trapped in a cardboard box... to the Caribbean! Just one solution: reforming a shock team! Note: In the early 1980s, the war between the
godfathers of the Sicilian mafia was at an all-time high. Tommaso Busséta, a member of Cosa Nostra, fled his country to hide in Brazil. Meanwhile, in Italy, settlements follow each other. Buzeta's relatives were killed. Note: Stefan joined the Monfermil Brigade in '93. He meets his new teammates and finds the tension
between the different groups in the neighborhood. As they find themselves overwhelmed during an arrest, the drone films their every move... Note: The fate of a family flows in the rhythm of nature, the cycle of seasons and the life of a river. Note: Woody has always preferred the joy of his young owners - Andy and
Bonnie - and his companions, without hesitating to take all the risks for them, however unthinkable they may be. The arrival of Fork a new toy that does not want to be one puts the whole small group in turmoil. Note: Top movies of 2019 2. Joker 3. 1917 Best Movie Movies of 2019 Movies In the cinema of the dying
cinema can wait for Marvel Sony Untitled Spider-Man: Away From Home sequel to Tuche 4 Dune Monster Hunter Case of Details Black Widow of Croods 2: A New Era This is life's most-watched upcoming films
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